Surgeons begin process of attaching donor hand to Matthew Scott’s arm.

Matthew Scott demonstrates his ability to tie his shoes with his transplanted hand during his two-year exam.

Members of the transplant team measured the patient’s own arm to make sure the transplant matched its length.

Matthew Scott demonstrates his fine pinch ability by placing a washer on a small peg.

Transplant hand at two-year check up

Matthew Scott seen at work using his new left hand to hold a soda can.

Matthew Scott demonstrates the use of his left hand by playing the drumsticks on a pad during his four-year check up.

Matthew Scott reads the newspaper, flipping the pages with his transplanted hand during his eight-year check up.

Matthew Scott demonstrates motor skills using his left transplanted hand during his therapy and check up session.

Matthew Scott demonstrates pouring water during his five-year anniversary check up.

February 2011 Twelve years after his left hand transplant, Matthew Scott demonstrates grip during his check up.

Matthew Scott uses two hands as he talks about the past 15 years with his new left hand.

Matthew Scott demonstrates the ability to hold even the tiniest objects in his left transplanted hand during his therapy session at his 12-year check up.

Matthew Scott demonstrates his ability to hold even the tiniest objects in his left transplanted hand during his five-year anniversary press conference.

Matthew Scott reads the newspaper, flipping the pages with his transplanted hand during his eight-year check up.

Matthew Scott uses two hands as he talks about the past 15 years with his new left hand.

Matthew Scott demonstrates his ability to hold even the tiniest objects in his left transplanted hand during his therapy session at his 12-year check up.
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Matthew Scott demonstrates his ability to hold even the tiniest objects in his left transplanted hand during his therapy session at his 12-year check up.